APPLICATION FOR RE-DESIGNATION AS A
NEIGHBOURHOOD FORUM
BBEST (Broomhill, Broomfield, Endcliffe, Summerfield, &
Tapton) Neighbourhood Planning Forum
The BBEST Neighbourhood Planning Forum (the “Forum”) is applying for redesignation in accordance with the Regulation 8 of Part 3 of the Neighbourhood
Planning (General) Regulations (2012) (the “Regulations”)
1.

ORIGINAL FORUM DESIGNATION – CONTEXT
1.1

Five years from 24th January 2015

1.1.1 Following extensive local discussions with the community, businesses and
institutions in 2013 & in 2014, an application for designation as a Neighbourhood
Forum was made, and after close liaison with the LPA, and the relevant stages of the
Planning process, BBEST’s designation was agreed from 24th January 2015.
1.1.2. After five years of major work, detailed engagement with all stakeholders,
close liaison with the LPA, and major consultations, the Neighbourhood Plan, and all
accompanying documents, were submitted to the LPA on 16 August 2019 (See
BBEST website at Plan documents 2019 - BBEST Neighbourhood Plan). In
common with many other NPFs, the five year time period of designation will not be
quite enough to complete the final stages of the work, and this application for redesignation is to enable the Forum to move forward to adoption.
1.2

The original application

1.2.1. The rationale for the boundaries of the area, outlined in section 3.1 of the
submitted Plan has proved very strong, with all parties identifying with the area, and
all elements of the original rationale both current and robust.
1.2.2. The constitution of the group has worked very well, with substantial
engagement from all sections of the community, including businesses and major
institutions, throughout the life of the Forum (see section 3.2 below).
1.3 The Plan
The submitted Neighbourhood Plan is based on substantial community, business
and institution engagement. It has five chapters, representing key priorities for the
Neighbourhood:
• Environment and Green Spaces
• Sustainable and Balanced Community
• Broomhill District Centre
• Active Travel
• Design, Development and Heritage Management
In addition there are some Community Actions and Projects. A detailed Policies Map
covers the spatial detail of the Policies.
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1.4 The Forum
The Forum has been lively and active throughout its life, with well attended
meetings, and a membership of over 200. Many events, of widely differing natures,
have accompanied formal Forum meetings (See BBEST website at Plan documents
2019 - BBEST Neighbourhood Plan Document 6, Section 5), including lectures,
stalls at major community events, and door to door surveys. Publicity has been
widespread throughout, with three BBEST newsletters to all households, notices on
community boards, articles in the local paper, and articles in widely distributed
community newsletters. Meetings have been held with local businesses, and an
independent retail forum established and web site supported. Major institutions have
been closely engaged, attending many meetings, and discussing all elements of the
Plan throughout. A web site has been widely promoted, and has hosted all relevant
material about the Forum and the Plan. One or more ward Councillors have been
active members of the Forum throughout. The President of the University of Sheffield
Students Union was an active founding member of the Forum, and his successor
has nominated a representative to engage directly with the Forum in subsequent
years. Sections 8.2-8.7 below give fuller details of the Forum, its membership and
processes
2.

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
2.1

3.

The Forum wishes to be re-designated for a further five years.
CHANGES FROM THE ORIGINAL APPLICATION

3.1
All elements of the original application have proved very robust, and the
Forum has now submitted its draft Neighbourhood Plan to the LPA. As part of that
application the substantial work engaging all parts of the community has been
outlined in the submitted Plan Consultation Statement (See BBEST website at Plan
documents 2019 - BBEST Neighbourhood Plan Document 6) The Statement notes
the extensive work with many individuals and organisations throughout the life of the
Forum, and shows how the different elements of the original application have worked
very well.
3.2

Key elements of the consultation process include:

• Meetings with Neighbourhood Groups (BBEST Consultation Statement para 4.2)
• Building on significant prior evidence and Conservation Area Appraisals (BBEST
Consultation Statement paras 4.2 & 4.3)
• Many meetings, widely publicised, with diverse attendance and lively contributions
(BBEST Consultation Statement paras 4.5, 4.6, & 4.7)
• Working with major groups such as the Students Union, the Community Library
(BBEST Consultation Statement para 4.8)
• Publicity and information in newsletters produced by BBEST and going to every
household on three occasions, and in Church and other community Newsletters
(BBEST Consultation Statement paras 4.9, & 4.10)
• A door to door housing survey, covering around a third of the area, allowing for
face to face discussion (BBEST Consultation Statement para 4.11)
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• A wide variety of engagement events, including lectures, stalls at community
festivals, the Forum meetings themselves, an all-day drop in event at the
Community Library, and various engagements with a retailers group (BBEST
Consultation Statement para 4.13)
• There has been substantial University and Business engagement, with attendance
of senior University staff, the President of the Students Union, the formation of a
retailers group, and a series of meetings with the Estates Departments of the local
hospitals (BBEST Consultation Statement paras 4.14-4.18)
• Many engagements with SCC officers, workshops on key issues, informal
consultations on drafts of the Plan, and advice from a professional environmental
consultancy and a professional planning consultant have also been major supports
to the Forum (BBEST Consultation Statement paras 4.19-4.22)
4. NAME OF FORUM
4.1
BBEST (Broomhill, Broomfield, Endcliffe, Summerfield, & Tapton)
Neighbourhood Planning Forum
5. CONSTITUTION
5.1
The current constitution of the Forum, as submitted to and agreed by the LPA
for original designation, and formally adopted at the BBEST AGM on October 11th
2014, is attached at Appendix 1.
6. THE NAME AND EXTENT OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD AREA
6.1
The name of the area is BBEST Neighbourhood Area. The boundaries of the
area are shown on the BBEST Area Neighbourhood Map, which is attached at
Appendix 2.
7. CONTACT DETAILS
BBEST Vice Chair: Anne Daw, 128 Harcourt Road, Sheffield, S10 1DJ
8. MEETING THE CONDITIONS
8.1
The Forum is established for the express purpose of promoting and improving
the social, economic and environmental well-being of its neighbourhood area. Its
objectives are:
•
•
•

To prepare, implement, and monitor a Neighbourhood Plan for the BBEST
Neighbourhood area
To promote or improve the social, economic and environmental well-being of
the BBEST Neighbourhood Area
To encourage the goodwill and involvement of the wider community in the
preparation, production and implementation of a Neighbourhood Plan
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•

To engage as fully as possible with all community groups within the BBEST
area.

8.2
Membership is open to all who live or work in the area and members have
been drawn from all parts of the area. Publicity about the Forum has gone to every
household in the area multiple times, an extensive number of different events have
been held engaging all members of the community, and businesses and institutions
have been directly engaged in the development of the Plan. Membership is
explained in full in the BBEST Consultation Statement, including:
• The strategic approach to membership (BBEST Consultation Statement para 4.1)
• The links with many different neighbourhood groups (BBEST Consultation
Statement para 4.2)
• Three newsletters to all households (BBEST Consultation Statement para 4.10),
information in church, library and other newsletters (BBEST Consultation Statement
para 4.9), face to face discussions via a housing survey of a third of the area
(BBEST Consultation Statement para 4.11), and many accessible engagement
events including at community festivals (BBEST Consultation Statement para 4.13)
8.3
Membership of the Forum now stands at 209, and regular email updates go to
the members (alongside many other engagement methods noted elsewhere).
Publicity has been widespread to all households as well as organisations.
Councillors have been actively engaged throughout. Local businesses and
institutions have been engaged throughout. Details of 21 individuals who have been
engaged, including the officers, a local councillor, and a local retailer and chair of the
retailers group, are given in a separate note of Additional Information.
8.4
Over 21 people are, and have been from the start, members of the Forum and
living in the area. Current membership is 209.
8.5
People who work in the area have been actively engaged throughout - the
Forum has helped establish a local retailers group, and associated website, many
meetings have been held with local institutions, and the University has engaged at all
levels including an ex-officio seat on the Steering Group for the Students Union
President or their nominee. A business member is noted on the Additional
Information sheet.
8.6
Local Councillors have also been engaged throughout, and the lead councillor
currently engaged is noted on the Additional Information sheet.
8. 7 Substantial successful efforts have been made to engage all people who live
and work in the area as noted in 8.3 above, and as evidenced within the BBEST
Consultation Statement (See BBEST website at Plan documents 2019 - BBEST
Neighbourhood Plan Document 6). As stated, membership has been drawn from
throughout the community, and engagement has been substantial and sustained
(see summary in the BBEST Consultation Statement - para 5, ‘Time Line of Key
Events 2013-2019)’. The work has throughout directly reflected the purpose of the
Forum, and the character of the area.
8.8 The written constitution for the Forum is attached at Appendix 1.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: The Constitution
Appendix 2: BBEST Area
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Names and postcodes of 21 members of the Forum, including one member who is a
retailer (and chairs the retail forum), and one who is a ward councillor .

23/10/19
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Broomhill, Broomfield, Endcliffe, Summerfield, & Tapton
(BBEST) NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING FORUM
CONSTITUTION
1. NAME
The name shall be the Broomhill, Broomfield, Endcliffe, Summerfield, & Tapton
(BBEST) Neighbourhood Forum, referred to in the rest of this Constitution as
BBEST.
2. AREA OF BENEFIT
BBEST will pursue its objectives in the areas known as Broomhill, Broomfield,
Endcliffe, Summerfield, & Tapton Neighbourhood Area for the benefit of those
who live and work in the area, including business operators, institutions,
properly constituted community and voluntary groups and individual residents.
To avoid doubt, this area is designated by BBEST for the purpose of the
preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan under the Localism Act. A map of the area
is attached in Appendix A for reference.
3. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of BBEST shall be to:
•

To prepare, implement, and monitor a Neighbourhood Plan for the BBEST
Neighbourhood area

•

To promote or improve the social, economic and environmental wellbeing of the BBEST Neighbourhood Area

•

To encourage the goodwill and involvement of the wider community in
the preparation , production and implementation of a Neighbourhood
Plan

•

To engage as fully as possible with all community groups within the
BBEST area.

4. POWERS
In furtherance of the objectives, but not otherwise, BBEST may exercise the
power to:
•

Take reasonable actions to achieve the objectives of BBEST, including
taking out any contracts which it may see fit.

•

Employ staff (who shall not be members of the Steering Group), and
engage volunteers, as necessary to conduct activities to meet the
objectives

•

Publicise and promote the work of BBEST and organise meetings, training
courses, events, seminars, etc.
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•

Work with groups of a similar nature and exchange information, advice
and ideas with them, and also cooperate with other voluntary bodies,
charities, statutory and non-statutory organisations

•

Invite and receive contributions, set membership subscriptions, and raise
funds as it judges appropriate, to finance the work of BBEST, and open a
bank account to manage such funds.

5. MEMBERSHIP
BBEST shall have a minimum of 21 members who live or work in the BBEST
Neighbourhood Area or who are elected members of the city council who
represent wards in the BBEST neighbourhood area.
Applications for membership shall be made to the steering group.
Members will be encouraged to participate in all activities of BBEST, will be
consulted by the Steering Group from time to time about ideas and proposals,
and will be invited to participate in other activities related to the work of the
Forum.
The steering group will seek Members from different parts of the area of benefit
and different sections of the community in the area of benefit.
Any member of BBEST may resign his/her membership by providing the
Secretary with written notice. Membership will be reviewed annually and any
member who does not reconfirm membership may be deemed to have resigned.
The Forum can liaise with the larger employers in the BBEST area via designated
representatives of those employers.
6. MEETINGS
General meetings
Shall take place as needed, all members will be invited, there will be at least one
per year (which would then be the Annual General Meeting).
Annual General Meetings
• All the members of BBEST shall be invited to a general meeting at least
once per year. This shall be its annual general meeting (AGM) where the
Steering Group will be elected and a report made of activities in relation
to each of BBEST’s objectives by the Chairperson and a statement of
income and expenditure will be presented by the Treasurer.
• For AGM business to be conducted, a quorum of at least 10 people must
be present at the meeting.
• All members on the membership register are entitled to vote at the AGM.
Voting shall be made by a show of hands on a majority basis. In the case of
a tied vote, the Chairperson or an appointed deputy shall make the final
decision.
• All members shall be given at least twenty eight (28) days’ notice of when
an AGM is due to take place by either email or text and all meetings will be
publicised via notices posted on the BBEST website and in prominent
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•
•

•

•

publicly accessible locations, such as the Broomhill Community Notice
board, and other similar locations.
Modifications of the Constitution or dissolution of BBEST can only be
made at an Annual General Meeting.
Any member wishing to amend clause 1 ‘Name’ or clause 3 ‘Objectives’,
must give written notice to the Chair, with the signatures of the proposer
and seconder, and members must receive the wording of the proposal at
least 14 days prior to the meeting at which it is first to be considered. The
resolution must be agreed by at least 75% of those members present.
Any member wishing to amend any part of this Constitution, other than
Clause 1 ‘Name’ and Clause 3 ‘Objectives’, must submit their proposal to
the Chair in writing, with the signatures of the proposer and seconder, at
least 14 days prior to the meeting at which it is first to be considered. The
resolution must be agreed by at least 2/3 of those members present.
Any potential conflict of interest by a voting member (e.g. where a policy
would affect the business interests of a forum member) must be declared
and minuted, and the individual must abstain from any discussion or vote
on the matter involved in the conflict of interest.

Steering Group Meetings
• The Steering Group shall meet regularly to enable its members to discuss
actions, monitor progress to date, consider future developments and
report to members.
• The Steering Group may invite anyone who supports the aims of BBEST to
attend.
• All Steering Group members shall be given at least seven (7) days’ notice
of a meeting by e mail or telephone, or as otherwise agreed at a meeting
of the Steering Group.
• Neighbourhood groups will be invited to nominate an observer to attend
the Steering Group for liaison, and members of the Steering Group will
attend relevant neighbourhood meetings as requested.
• At least 50% of steering group members must be present in order for a
meeting to take place.
7. STEERING GROUP
• BBEST shall be administered by a Steering Group of no less than four (4)
people and no more than twelve (12), who must be at least 18 years of
age.
• Members of the Steering Group will be elected for a period of up to one
year, but must stand for re-election at BBEST’s AGM.
• There may be up to three ex-officio members of the group drawn from
relevant organisations in the area.
8. OFFICERS OF THE STEERING GROUP
BBEST Steering Group shall be elected at the inaugural meeting of BBEST and
will be re-elected at subsequent Annual General Meetings of BBEST. All members
of the Steering Group shall take an active role in organising the work of BBEST.
The Steering Group will elect officers from among its elected members as
follows:
The Chair- It shall be the responsibility of the Chairperson to chair all meetings,
or a designated deputy in his/her absence, and to ensure that meetings are held
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in accordance with the provisions of BBEST constitution. In the event of a tied
vote at meetings the Chair shall have a casting vote.
The Deputy Chair- It shall be the responsibility of the Deputy Chairperson to
deputise for the Chair as needed.
The Treasurer – It shall be the responsibility of the Treasurer to ensure that the
finance provisions of the constitution (see clause 9 below) are carried out.
The Secretary - It shall be the responsibility of the Secretary to keep the register
of members, ensure that minutes are taken of all meetings and that the minutes
are published and emailed to all members (or posted where necessary) and
uploaded to the BBEST website.
9. THE FINANCES OF BBEST
• Any money acquired by BBEST, including donations, contributions and
bequests, shall be paid into an account operated by the Steering Group in
the name of BBEST .
• All funds must be applied to the objectives of BBEST and for no other
purpose.
• Bank accounts shall be opened in the name of BBEST. Any deeds, cheques
etc drawing from BBEST’s bank account shall be signed by at least two (2)
of the following committee members: Chairperson; Treasurer; Secretary.
• Any income/expenditure shall be the responsibility of the Treasurer who
will be accountable to ensure funds are utilised effectively and that BBEST
stays within budget.
• Official accounts shall be maintained, and be available for examination on
request.
• An annual financial report shall be presented at the AGM.
10. NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING
• Any decision to undertake, consult on or submit to the local planning
authority for approval any neighbourhood Plan shall be subject to a vote
at a meeting of all members of BBEST.
• All consultation on the Neighbourhood Plan will be open to all residents
and businesses whether members of BBEST or not.
• BBEST will use a variety of means to publicise the neighbourhood
planning process, record it and seek views of the public.
• The Steering Group shall be delegated to work with the local planning
authority and any independent experts and advisors on the
neighbourhood plan as they see fit.
• At the discretion of BBEST a task group can be delegated for a specific
element of the Neighbourhood Plan. The task group may co-opt members
as it sees fit.
11. DURATION & DISSOLUTION
The duration of the BBEST Neighbourhood Forum is 5 years from its formal
designation by Sheffield City Council, and at its AGM at the end of year 4, the
AGM will give consideration to a continuing or successor organisation to
maintain and monitor the BBEST Neighbourhood Plan. Any such resolution
should be supported by at least three quarters of members present at the
meeting.
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The dissolution of the group and dispersement of any remaining funds will be
considered at the following Annual General Meeting. Any assets or remaining
funds after debts have been paid shall be returned to their providers or
transferred to local charities or similar groups as approved at the AGM.

Version
This version of the constitution, as submitted to and agreed by the Local
Planning Authority, was formally adopted at the BBEST AGM on October 11th
2014
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